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1) This is my Q thread for May 24, 2019  
 
Q posts can be found here:  

 
qanon.pub  
 
Android apps:  

 

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.
We are the news now!

https://qmap.pub/

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…

https://bit.ly/Q-Map
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My Theme: The Circular Firing Squad

Q Alerts: QAnon Drop Notifications, Research +++ - Apps on Google Play
Q Alerts notifies you when Q Anon makes new drops on 8chan. It also allows you to
search, browse and research QAnon posts. As a Q follower, Patriot and software
dev by trade, throughout the day I fo…

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

2) Additional art for this thread

3) Former President Barack Obama warned progressives they need to stick together

and refrain from engaging in friendly fire, or what he called a "circular firing squad."
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4) Moments ago, the President tweeted a cartoon showing Obama deep state

conspirators blaming one another for the wrongs that were done to him.  

 

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

85.2K 8:22 PM - May 24, 2019

40.5K people are talking about this

5) The President has been signaling to us the fact that the deep state rats are turning
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on one another.  

0:00

6) You might laugh at the foolishness of these people but we have the same problem

in our own community.

7) A Superpac that was pointed out by Q has taken advantage of the distrust that runs

through our movement.  

 

After the Superpac posted old photos of me with their leader, I was accused of

secretly working with the Superpac to undermine our movement.  

#QAnon is GARBAGE! + #FreeTheBoomers? How about #ARRESTAD…
An update before we get to the real meat, first! This is necessary, as it concerns
what I previously wrote about Dougie Stewart, but I’ll try to make it as quick and as
funny as possible befo…

https://www.neonrevolt.com/2019/04/08/qanon-is-garbage-freetheboomers-how-about-…
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8) This week, the same accuser attacked a second leader in the Q movement.  

 

Was anyone shocked when the Superpac then claimed that the accuser was one of

their "plants," secretly working to destroy our movement?

9) I don't believe the accuser is a plant, by the way.  

 

I believe he's just another Q researcher who didn't realize he was being used by the

Superpac to accomplish their agenda.

10) The Superpac's strategy of attacking us from the outside failed,  

 

So they developed a plan to get us to attack one another—to form a circular firing

squad which would cause us to destroy our own movement from within.  

 

It's up to us to decide if that agenda will succeed.

11) Last night, Q posted a link to an article about an event that's causing (more) panic

in Washington [DC].
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12) The article is about the long-awaited announcement by the President concerning

the declassification of documents related to the surveillance of him and his campaign

during and after the 2016 election.  

Trump gives AG Barr authority to declassify documents related to 201…
President Trump on Thursday night issued a memo giving Attorney General
William Barr the authority to declassify any documents related to surveillance of the
Trump campaign in 2016.

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-gives-ag-barr-authority-to-declassify-documen…

13) Note: The President gave Attorney General Barr full and complete authority to

declassify any documents he believes will help the public understand what took place

before and after the election.

14) Declassification will involve many departments. 
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The department heads can't deny the Attorney General access to documents or

prevent him from declassifying a document if he deems it is appropriate to do so.  

 

AG Barr has full and complete discretion. 

Memorandum on Agency Cooperation with Attorney General's Review …
MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF STATE THE SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL THE
SECRETARY OF ENERGY THE SECRETARY OF HOMELAND SECURITY THE
DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL I…

https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/memorandum-agency-cooperation-att…

15) Before heading to Japan this morning, the President had this to say about his

trust that the Attorney General will do the right thing regarding declassification.  

 

🎤 drop 
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16) Carter Page's FISA application has been made public (in redacted form) but the

FISA applications of others are still classified. 

 

Q included a reminder from an earlier post that Ted Cruz was under FISA

surveillance by the Obama administration.

17) Once a person in Trump's orbit met a Russian asset, they were a target of FISA

surveillance. When FISA is combined with foreign surveillance, it includes many

people. Targets were entered into the Mueller investigation to pressure them to

remain silent about the surveillance.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7Xg06lV4AEBd-i.jpg


18) An anon posted the previous drop where Q suggested Ted Cruz was spied on by

the Obama administration.

19) Q responded to the above post with a suggestion that the public revelation of the

fact that Ted Cruz was spied on by Obama will coincide with a post involving a watch.
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20) We're waiting on a watch proof to be confirmed from previous drops from March

27.  

 

Will the Ted Cruz spying proof be connected to the previous watches or future ones? 

 

Time will tell.

21) After POTUS visits Japan, he's scheduled to visit the UK. An anon asked if he'll

confront the Queen about how they assisted Obama in spying on him.

22) Foreign use of surveillance to spy on POTUS is already being addressed by the

Department of Justice.  

 

When a major player is about to depart the scene, Q sends them off with double

hashtags and the word "FLY" 

 

This post was a sendoff for Theresa May.
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23) ##FLYMAYFLY##

24) May resigns. 

0:00

25) The nation responds.  
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26) @Nigel_Farage seems to be handling it okay.

27) Q linked to an article about GCHQ's Robert Hannigan who resigned 3 days after

President Trump was inaugurated.  

GCHQ chief Robert Hannigan quits
Hannigan oversaw a more open approach at GCHQ after the Snowden revelations
exposed mass surveillance by the agency

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/jan/23/gchq-chief-robert-hannigan-quits

28) George Papadopolous who says he was spied on by foreign nations at the request

of the Obama administration believes those nations will fully cooperate with

President Trump.  

 

George Papadopoulos
@GeorgePapa19
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Fortunately, so many of these clowns that started to spy on me 
were from the UK/Australia/Italy. Those governments have 
absolutely no loyalty to the Obama 
administration/Comey/Brennan now. They are going to be the 
straw that breaks the camel’s back.

6,461 11:51 PM - May 24, 2019

2,889 people are talking about this

29) Papadopoulos said Italy was the first to flip on the Obama administration and the

rest of the nations who were involved will soon fall in line.  

 

George Papadopoulos
@GeorgePapa19

Italy was the first to flip. They are giving up Mifsud. The rest of 
the dominoes are all falling after him implicating the UK and 
Australia with the FBI/CIA.

15K 10:09 PM - May 24, 2019

6,791 people are talking about this

30) Under normal circumstances, the Office of Director of National Intelligence

(ODNI) would be tasked with declassifying documents. 

 

Q asked why the President circumvented DNI Dan COats and instead, gave the

Attorney General authority to declassify.
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31) Dan Coats had this reaction to the declassification order by POTUS. 

 

Former CIA Chief Brennan implored Coats and CIA Director Haspel to resist giving

up information that might help Trump's cause.

0:00

32) You could read into Coats' statement a hint that he may resist Barr "in accordance

with the long-established standards to protect highly-sensitive classified information

that, if publicly released, would put our national security at risk,”

33) @themarketswork did a thread on DNI Coats and the declassification order by

POTUS.  

Jeff Carlson
@themarketswork

A statement from DNI Dan Coats seems to be generating some 
apprehension as it can be read as less than fully supportive of 
AG Barr's efforts:

489 8:05 PM - May 24, 2019

387 people are talking about this

34) Dan Coats was responsible for declassifying the 99-page ruling by Judge Collyer

on abuse of the NSA database and FISA surveillance.  
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Jeff Carlson
@themarketswork

Replying to @themarketswork

A couple things worth noting. 
 
First, it was Coats who declassified the April 26, 2017 FISA 
Court Ruling that unveiled much of the abuse 
transpiring.dni.gov/files/document…

315 8:09 PM - May 24, 2019

113 people are talking about this

35) In February, WaPo (citing anonymous sources) claimed that the President was

considering replacing DNI Dan Coats.  

 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trump-grows-frustrated-with-c…
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36) That article drew this response from Adam Schiff.  

Adam Schiff
@RepAdamSchiff

Dan Coats has been doing an outstanding job as Director of 
National Intelligence. He speaks truth to power and gives policy 
makers the best intelligence possible. He is loyal to the country 
and constitution, and that is as it should be. 
twitter.com/shaneharris/st…

Shane Harris @shaneharris
Trump said his intelligence director is “not loyal.” Now, US officials 
think the president will fire him. New from me  @jdawsey1  and 
 @nakashimae   washingtonpost.com/world/national…

25.4K 4:42 PM - Feb 20, 2019

14.8K people are talking about this

37) The leak to WaPo was probably a tactic intended to see how known traitors like

Schiff would respond. 

 

Schiff's response confirmed Trump's suspicion that Coats could not be trusted.

38) Q wrote: 

"Important to remember. 

Page is public."
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39) Some people were confused about what Q meant by "Page."

40) Another anon responded.

41) Carter Page's redacted FISA application has been made public. 

 

More FISA applications will be made public as a result of declass, which will expose

the depth of Obama's surveillance and provide further proof of Q's legitimacy.

42) Since we'll be looking at more FISA applications in the future, I thought it would

helpful to look at Carter Page's FISA application and point out some things of general

interest.
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43) A redacted copy of the original Carter Page FISA application and its 3 renewals

can be found in a single pdf at the link below. (The original application is followed in

sequence by the 3 renewals.) 

 

This is the first page.  

https://int.nyt.com/data/documenthelper/95-carter-page-fisa-documents-foia-

release/full/optimized.pdf

44) Note the application was completed in October of 2016, just before the 2016

presidential election. (Exact dates have been redacted.) 

 

The application was completed by an FBI Supervisory Special Agent whose name has

been redacted.
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45) The FBI agent who completed the application signed here and said he had

verified the information to be true and correct. The agent's name is redacted.

46) The original (October 2016) Carter Page application was signed by James Comey

on behalf of the FBI.  

 

Comey also signed 2 renewals. The final renewal was signed by Andrew McCabe.
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47) The original Carter Page FISA application was signed by Sally Yates on behalf of

the DOJ.  

 

Yates signed 1 renewal.  

 

A subsequent renewal was signed by Dana Boente and the final renewal was signed

by Rod Rosenstein.
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48) The original Carter Page FISA application was approved by Judge Rosemary

Collyer.  

 

Judge Michael Mosman approved the first renewal. Judge Anne Conway approved

the second renewal. Judge Raymond Dearie approved the final renewal.

49) The basis for the request for FISA surveillance was the assertion by the FBI that

Carter Page was acting as an agent of a foreign power—specifically, Russia.  

 

Interesting to note: Carter Page was never charged with a crime related to this

allegation.
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50) The FBI needed to establish the idea that Russia was a credible threat to the

presidential election. James Clapper's public comments on a news show provided

exhibit 1.

51) Exhibit 2 involved WikiLeaks publishing emails obtained from the Democratic

National Committee.  

 

Speculation by news organizations that the emails were hacked by Russia was used as

evidence to support the narrative that Russia was a threat to the election.
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52) Did Wikileaks get the emails from Russia? 

 

Their policy is not to reveal their sources.  

Julian Assange did confirm that the emails did not come from Russia or a state actor. 

0:00

53) Q has long suggested that the emails in question were leaked by DNC staffer Seth

Rich.  

 

Assange didn't confirm that but his mention of Seth Rich in this interview would have

no other logical purpose.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7bwgORUwAAFyQY.png
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54) The FBI could not conclusively determine where the DNC/Podesta emails came

from because they never examined the evidence.  

The FBI claimed the DNC refused their requests for access. 

Instead, they accepted Crowdstrike's report.

Comey: DNC denied FBI's requests for access to hacked servers
The DNC and the bureau have been quibbling in public reports over whether the
request was made.

https://thehill.com/policy/national-security/313555-comey-fbi-did-request-access-to-hac…

55) An anon asked for info on Julian Assange and his arrest.

56) Q has suggested that Assange has the sources files that prove how Wikileaks

obtained the DNC/Podesta emails. Assange is in custody for his own safety to prevent

him from being murdered (187) by people who don't want that information to be

made public.

https://thehill.com/policy/national-security/313555-comey-fbi-did-request-access-to-hacked-dnc-servers
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57) The FBI alleged that Carter Page met with Russian officials according to a trusted

source (identified as "source 1") 

 

This is former British spy Christopher Steele, who was fired from the FBI as a source

for leaking to the press but they still felt he was a credible source

58) Next, the FBI cited a July 2016 "Identified news organization" (WaPo Opinion)

article that accused Donald Trump of softening his stance on Russia.
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59) Here's the WaPo article cited by the FBI in the application.  

 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-opinions/trump-campaign-guts-gops-…

60) Next, the FBI cited an August 2016 "identified news organization" (Politico)

article that insinuated Donald Trump had taken a "milder tone" on Russia's

annexation of Crimea.
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61) The Politico article cited in the Carter Page FISA application (which is little more

than an anti-Trump op-ed) connected the alleged "milder tone" on Russia to the

addition of Paul Manafort.  

 

Trump changed views on Ukraine after hiring Manafort
Where once he demanded tougher U.S. response to Russian aggression, the GOP
nominee now says he can live with a Russian Crimea.

https://www.politico.com/story/2016/08/trump-manafort-ukraine-crimea-russia-226573
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62) The FBI's nail in the coffin: 

A September 2016 article by "an identified news organization" alleging that Page was

under investigation because of his previous trip to Russia reported by "an identified

news organization." 

 

Page denied the allegation.

63) The article was written by Michael Isikoff of Yahoo news.  

 

The FBI seemed to think that as long as it was reported by "an identified news

organization" it must be true.  
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U.S. intel officials probe ties between Trump adviser and Kremlin
Carter Page speaks at the graduation ceremony for the New Economic School in
Moscow in July. U.S. intelligence officials are seeking to determine whether an
American businessman identified by Donald…

https://news.yahoo.com/u-s-intel-officials-probe-ties-between-trump-adviser-and-kremli…

64) The Agent concluded that based on all this irrefutable evidence, Carter Page must

surely have been a spy for Russia and surveillance of him was warranted.  

 

(Remember, Page has yet to be chared in relation to his alleged activities on behalf of

Russia.)
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67) The latest from the former FBI Director.  

 

James Comey
@Comey

Investigate whatever you wish about 2016 but don’t forget the 
people of the FBI must investigate and stop Russian efforts in 
the 2020 election.   What impact will loose talk about “spying” 
and disgraceful talk about “treason” have on FBI agents and 
analysts?

56.5K 5:19 PM - May 24, 2019

32.3K people are talking about this

68) To answer Comey's question:  

Hopefully, the investigation of the investigators will uncover corrupt practices and

further convince field agents and their supervisors to do their work by the book.

69) For those who are interested, Q first mentioned declassification in January of

2018 in this post where he claimed 13 government officials including Barack Obama

used private email addresses for government work.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7cDLgxUwAAVb7r.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7cVZSGVsAAX-Ny.png
https://twitter.com/Comey
https://twitter.com/Comey
https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1131973126248640512
https://twitter.com/intent/like?tweet_id=1131973126248640512
https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1131973126248640512
https://support.twitter.com/articles/20175256
https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1131973126248640512


70) That claim was verified in June of 2018 when the DOJ Inspector General's report

on the Hillary Clinton email investigation revealed that 13 people did indeed use

private emails to communicate with Hillary.  

IG Report Shows Obama Lied About Hillary's Secret E-mail Scheme
'The policy of my administration is to encourage transparency,' Obama told CBS
News during the same interview in which he lied.

https://thefederalist.com/2018/06/14/ig-report-shows-obama-lied-when-he-said-he-kne…

71) Q reposted a prior drop explaining that the public is aware of FISA and the Steele

dossier but they are not (yet) aware of how the Obama administration used FiveEyes

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7cYhQGUIAAThnj.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7cZNpfUEAA_x6J.png
https://thefederalist.com/2018/06/14/ig-report-shows-obama-lied-when-he-said-he-knew-nothing-about-hillarys-secret-e-mail-scheme/
https://thefederalist.com/2018/06/14/ig-report-shows-obama-lied-when-he-said-he-knew-nothing-about-hillarys-secret-e-mail-scheme/


surveillance, decoy meetings and the insertion of spies to sabotage a political

opponent.

72) FISA declassification will prove how members of Congress (Republican and

Democrat), members of foreign & domestic intelligence agencies, members of the

White House, foreign heads of state & the media collaborated to remain in power &

overthrow a duly elected president.

73) This is the above post in a version that might be easier to read.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7cbCRRV4AAwDlN.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7cblbMUEAA8v52.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7ccYw9U0AE9WWT.png


73) Nothing can stop what is coming. 

DECLASS brings down the house.  

#FISAgate

74) On April 27th, Joe Digenova dropped a bombshell about a report on James

Comey that was about to be made public.  

0:00

75) Anons asked if the Comey report would come before declass. 

 

Q indicated that Comey report [C] would come before declass [D].  

 

(He had previously told us declass would come before the OIG report.)

https://threadreaderapp.com/hashtag/FISAgate
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7ccpk9U0AIswzp.png


76) Since the declass order was authorized by POTUS, anons were a little confused,

thinking the Comey report should have come first.

77) Game theory plays heavily in Q's operation  

 

He puts out disinformation to get the President's enemies to make mistakes.  

 

That might be why Brennan, Comey, Clapper and Baker have been on TV the last 2

weeks trying to create their own narratives.

78) In the above post, Q wrote: 

[C]oming soon. 

 

Apparently, there is indeed a Comey report. and it's coming soon.

79) I'm going to guess this is a message from @M2Madness

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7cd4OwU0AAedDO.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7cepmyV4AAtw6x.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7ce7oyVsAAxftF.png
https://twitter.com/M2Madness
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7cibGlVsAANE71.png


80)

Addendum: 

 

The Daily Beast, the Daily Dot and other liberal news outlets like to publish hit pieces

on Q and on people in the movement.  

 

Other people like to publish videos trashing us.

As tempting as it is to post these articles and videos, we're not helping the movement

when we do.  

 

We're forming our own circular firing squad (just like the deep state).

Our haters have no social media relevance outside of our movement.  

The only relevance they have is the relevance we give them.  

They want us divided.  

When we post their nonsense, we give them what they want. 

 

Maybe we should consider not posting their trash anymore.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7cf02BV4AEYcZo.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7chZcbVsAEXwGo.jpg


/end

85) Q posted a link to a Tweet by @Ph03n1x24  

 

Knowledge of Q's mission is publicly discussed in Japan but only covertly in China

and South Korea.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7chDeKUIAAt8XW.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7ciSCOUwAAEDHK.jpg
https://twitter.com/Ph03n1x24


86) Several Japanese patriots are translating Q posts into their language. 

 

 Ph03n1x24  
@Ph03n1x24

Japan knows Q 
 
Did you think this movement was an isolated anomaly? 
Bigger than you can 
imagine.#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE#QAnon

16.2K 3:36 PM - May 26, 2019

12.1K people are talking about this

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7gmZOSUwAAPbR_.png
https://twitter.com/Ph03n1x24
https://twitter.com/Ph03n1x24
https://twitter.com/Ph03n1x24/status/1132671753212387329
https://twitter.com/hashtag/WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/QAnon?src=hash
https://twitter.com/intent/like?tweet_id=1132671753212387329
https://twitter.com/Ph03n1x24/status/1132671753212387329
https://support.twitter.com/articles/20175256
https://twitter.com/Ph03n1x24/status/1132671753212387329
https://twitter.com/Ph03n1x24/status/1132671753212387329/photo/1


87) Logic dictates that if the mockingbird media and controlled assets attack Q, it's

because he poses a threat to their agenda.

88) Nov 12, 2017: Q said the world entered a new age of enlightenment.  

I do not interpret this as confirmation of New Age philosophy but rather, a public

awakening to the reality of global corruption. The context is an intelligence war. 

 

2 days ago, POTUS used the same words.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7gm-YYVUAEjDuu.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7goLogVsAImT-5.jpg


Threader  

A thread written by @prayingmedic
1) This is my Q thread for May 24, 2019 Q posts can be found here:
https://qmap.pub/ https://qanon.pub/ Android apps: http://bit.ly/Q-Map http://bit.ly/Q-
alerts My Theme: The Circular Firing Squad ht…

https://threader.app/thread/1132038392697409536

Thread reader 

Thread by @prayingmedic: "1) This is my Q thread for May 24, 2019 Q …
Thread by @prayingmedic: "1) This is my Q thread for May 24, 2019 Q posts can
be found here: qmap.pub qanon.pub Android apps: ing Squad 2) Additional art for
this thread 3) Former President Barack Ob…

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1132038392697409536.html

Video podcast 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D7grgomU8AERPgY.jpg
https://threader.app/thread/1132038392697409536
https://threader.app/thread/1132038392697409536
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1132038392697409536.html
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1132038392697409536.html
https://www.podbean.com/media/share/pb-2fkux-b27ea9


• • •

Qanon Vid May 26 2019 - The Circular Firing Squad
The deep state has set up a circular firing squad but so have people in the Q
movement. Resources Twitter thread: http://bit.ly/Q_Firing_squad This broadcast
covers post #3336-3349 on https://qmap.…

https://www.podbean.com/media/share/pb-2fkux-b27ea9

Audio podcast 

212 Qanon May 26 2019 - The Circular Firing Squad
The deep state has set up a circular firing squad but so have people in the Q
movement. Resources Twitter thread: http://bit.ly/Q_Firing_squad This broadcast
covers post #3336-3349 on https://qmap.pu…

https://www.podbean.com/media/share/pb-ir4ve-b27eb5

YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/dKpxfz81sUg

https://www.podbean.com/media/share/pb-2fkux-b27ea9
https://www.podbean.com/media/share/pb-2fkux-b27ea9
https://www.podbean.com/media/share/pb-ir4ve-b27eb5
https://www.podbean.com/media/share/pb-ir4ve-b27eb5
https://www.youtube.com/embed/dKpxfz81sUg

